
Selection of abusive, negative and threatening comments from public survey.
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The Stupidest thing you’ve ever done

One of the worst public expenditure ever

KELSO

KELSO

Utter ****

KELSO line 3549

KELSO

KELSO

KELSO

Its a complete and utter joke. What a waist of time and tax payers money. The men and woman who thought 

this was a good idea want chained to the back of a motor and dragged along at 20mph until dead

Pointless and a complete waste of money and time nothing new from the scottish borders council though

It only serves to cause frustration for road users, particularly those who have to use vehicles for work purposes. 

In my opinion it was a stupid idea by someone with very little better to do.

It's a pain in the neck. Thought up by a snowflake Wally.

If the analysis of speeds in Selkirk show that speed has reduced then the figures are being falsified to suit the 

agenda.  If you want to make the streets safer sort out the pot holes and parking.

A total waste of money. I don’t need some jobsworth interfering with speed limits in order to get me waking and 

cycling in Selkirk. I walk and cycle outside the town which is only a few minutes away so don’t need 20mph 

imposed on me or my Townsfolk to make us walk. Get the 30 mph reinstated  ASAP. We pay your wages and 

don’t you forget it!!!

Goodness knows whose idea this dafty concept was. Bet it was a woman!

It is a ridiculous idea that has zero effect. It just frustrates people. I’d love to strangle the idiot who implemented 

that I would like to give the person who decided to implement is given a good hard boot to the head.

You've caused more traffic by reducing the speed. More traffic more pollution. Some cars struggle to retain a 20 

speed, thus putting out more pollution. Well done guys ! Joke

Just that it has been yet another hairbrained idea thought up and wasting money

Ridiculous time to assess any road use when we are subject to lockdown. Waste of money   Needs to be redone 

in “normal” times  Another example of change not required. Good for sign makers and pen pushers only. No 

advantages what so ever in this

Utter ***** ! Who ever thought of it needs ******* shot ! Takes a fortnight to get thru gala !

Was never a problem before your just annoying people with ure stupid ideas



KELSO

KELSO

PEEBLES 

NEWCASTLETON

Its ****

NEWCASTLETON

It’s all smoke and mirrors....    Tax payer funded experiment that is not working.

JEDBURGH

JEDBURGH

JEDBURGH

JEDBURGH

ST BOSWELLS

None, this 20mph scheme has been a waste of time like everything other idiotic idea they come up with...SBC 

should use there money wisely instead of pocketing it and Should focus more on fixing the dreadful roads in the 

scottish borders thats destroying all vehiclea on road including mine..my car is ruined and sick of it money 

money money...People first as they pay your wages!

More people now overtaking in 20mph zones get them back to 30 and stop wasting money on stupid projects 

like this. Disgusting unorganised shambles SBC.

There is something fundamentally wrong about this wicked new speed limit. The fact it takes me 10 minutes to 

get from one end of Peebles to the other, really triggers my anger problems. As I am an absolute nutter, this only 

poses a greater risk to myself and those around me i.e other road users. The speed limit should be reverted back 

to 30mph, in order for some of us to actually get somewhere, you bunch of clowns.

I think it was one of the dumbest ideas that SBC has ever had. Do the people that came up with this even drive a 

car? It has been the most annoying change. Hawick is probably worse than Jedburgh in how long it takes to get 

from the edge of town into the centre, again using more fuel, and producing more emissions.

The 20 mph is absolutely ridiculous. My car struggles to do 20mph and feel like its going to stall. There is much 

more tailgating now that you have done this which will end up causing more accidents. Get it back to 30 mph. 

There is no need for 20. Its an absolute joke!!!

It is absoloutley painful driving at 20. You lot of scumbags at the council are a bunch of overpaid idiots. 

Absoloutley clueless

Yes it an absolute joke !! an absolute waste of tax payers money as per from SBC !!

Absolutley stupid idea. Just why? The only people moaning about 30 are the same people who are dangerously 

driving at 10 mph. You are driving a wedge between the council and the people they are supposed to represent. 

SBC is a running joke everywhere. Iv seen more potholes on the road than the ridiculous amount of 20 signs you 

have put up and by god that is a challenge

It’s a load of rubbish who ever came up with it is an idiot !



BOWDEN

CARDRONA

BOWDEN

HAWICK

HAWICK

HAWICK

HAWICK

HAWICK

this has been a complete joke whoever dreamed this up should be sacked. what business would want to set up 

in the borders when you can only drive at 20mph and what about the Enviromental impact? driving in 2nd or 3rd 

gear all over the place

I hate kids.   I’m fast as **** boy

This whole experiment is a waste of time and effort, the person or persons who devised this should be sacked

Firstly this  consultation should have been done before you wasted thousands of pounds putting up signs and 

******* drivers off with the usual lack of transparency from this woefully inadequate council. Even this 

consultation is a waste of my time as l worked for the council in a management position and have first hand 

experience in how you just bully the public into whatever **** ideas you have, spend the money fixing the 

roads!!!

It needs to go back to 30mph, its stupid. 

Sick of government and councils dictating what we can & can't do, trying to impose your will on people.

Enough is enough, you's don't control me, I am my own person & WONT be told what to do.

Shove your government & council, time for people to wake up & stop being manipulated by morons.

**** you.

I hate it, why can't you spend the resources on things that are going to benefit people like better road 

conditions. Also sack the clown that came up with this ridiculous idea.

Is this a serious question? The 20mph is the brain child of some politically correct tree hugger.  No wonder the councils skint 

wasting money on this unworkable scheme . Someone at the top table must of said how can we ****off the whole 

population of BRCs region today? 🤔 

Please revert back to 30mph asap.

Slow traffic holding up traffic and 1 of the worst ideas by this council. But when we waste millions on a ****** 

giant tea towel museum nothing surprises me with SBC

It’s a joke and should be removed instantly. The whole thing is an absolute nonsense a waste of time and money 

when SBC should be spending there money on the community and not mucking around with something that 

works all over the country. Get a grip SBC your morals and ideas are a joke.

I drove 90 through a school zone an one of the speed bumps screamed



HAWICK

GALA

GALA

GALA

GALA

It’s a ****** joke

GALA

GALA

GALA

Please! Please! Bring back the 30mph as this is just a pathetic vanity project dreamed up by someone trying to 

justify their job and as an  appeasement to the looney Greens who will not be happy until we are all going 

around in horse and cart.

We live in a rural area where public transport is poor, smelly and unreliable. We don't have a railway and not 

likely to due to the preference for Galashiels centric thinking by SBC and other government agencies.

Having the use of our cars and the freedom to travel as and when we please is fundamental to getting around in 

this forgotten part of rural Scotland.

May I suggest that you put more resources into sorting our 3rd World roads  and stop trying to tell us what you 

think we should be doing based on some hairy fairy ideas.

nobody asked for this, nobody wanted it so charge there ****** councillor who thought it up for the cost of 

running and removing this 'trial'!

Absolute shambles from a complete **** up of a council

the BIGGEST waste of money ever and to think you could of spend this money on education or pot holes or 

something instead you invest in god knows how many signs all over the borders with this 20mph actual no need 

for it. Disgraceful council has no mind on how to function. Get them down ASAP and apologise to the public for 

your stupid mistake. and also it would also been nice to see how much was spend on this stupid project. GET 

YOUR STUPID SIGNS DOWN NOW!

All streets, at the expense of whatever lunatic councillor came up with the idea! The people of the borders 

didn't want this trial so why the hell should we pay for it because a crook of a councillor thinks they can make a 

name for themselves?

Lack of enforcement has lead to most drivers ignoring it including many SBC vehicles, e.g. refuse vehicles going 

to and from waste facilities.

The idiots that came up with this should all have their cars removed and banned from the road in any capacity. 

IDIOT COONCIL WORKERS.
Typical ‘cooncil’ brainstorming session result. A whole lot of I’ll informed facts about highly contentious issues. 

Don’t worry, the cooncil will sort it for us. You are all clowns.



I thinks it’s absolutely bonkers. Someone without a brain has come up with this idea! Typical SBC!!!! Enough 

said!!



Its a complete and utter joke. What a waist of time and tax payers money. The men and woman who thought 

this was a good idea want chained to the back of a motor and dragged along at 20mph until dead

Pointless and a complete waste of money and time nothing new from the scottish borders council though

It only serves to cause frustration for road users, particularly those who have to use vehicles for work purposes. 

In my opinion it was a stupid idea by someone with very little better to do.

It's a pain in the neck. Thought up by a snowflake Wally.

If the analysis of speeds in Selkirk show that speed has reduced then the figures are being falsified to suit the 

agenda.  If you want to make the streets safer sort out the pot holes and parking.

A total waste of money. I don’t need some jobsworth interfering with speed limits in order to get me waking 

and cycling in Selkirk. I walk and cycle outside the town which is only a few minutes away so don’t need 20mph 

imposed on me or my Townsfolk to make us walk. Get the 30 mph reinstated  ASAP. We pay your wages and 

don’t you forget it!!!

Goodness knows whose idea this dafty concept was. Bet it was a woman!

It is a ridiculous idea that has zero effect. It just frustrates people. I’d love to strangle the idiot who implemented 

that I would like to give the person who decided to implement is given a good hard boot to the head.

You've caused more traffic by reducing the speed. More traffic more pollution. Some cars struggle to retain a 20 

speed, thus putting out more pollution. Well done guys ! Joke

Ridiculous time to assess any road use when we are subject to lockdown. Waste of money   Needs to be redone 

in “normal” times  Another example of change not required. Good for sign makers and pen pushers only. No 

advantages what so ever in this

Utter ***** ! Who ever thought of it needs ******* shot ! Takes a fortnight to get thru gala !

Was never a problem before your just annoying people with ure stupid ideas



None, this 20mph scheme has been a waste of time like everything other idiotic idea they come up with...SBC 

should use there money wisely instead of pocketing it and Should focus more on fixing the dreadful roads in the 

scottish borders thats destroying all vehiclea on road including mine..my car is ruined and sick of it money 

money money...People first as they pay your wages!

More people now overtaking in 20mph zones get them back to 30 and stop wasting money on stupid projects 

like this. Disgusting unorganised shambles SBC.

There is something fundamentally wrong about this wicked new speed limit. The fact it takes me 10 minutes to 

get from one end of Peebles to the other, really triggers my anger problems. As I am an absolute nutter, this 

only poses a greater risk to myself and those around me i.e other road users. The speed limit should be reverted 

back to 30mph, in order for some of us to actually get somewhere, you bunch of clowns.

I think it was one of the dumbest ideas that SBC has ever had. Do the people that came up with this even drive a 

car? It has been the most annoying change. Hawick is probably worse than Jedburgh in how long it takes to get 

from the edge of town into the centre, again using more fuel, and producing more emissions.

The 20 mph is absolutely ridiculous. My car struggles to do 20mph and feel like its going to stall. There is much 

more tailgating now that you have done this which will end up causing more accidents. Get it back to 30 mph. 

There is no need for 20. Its an absolute joke!!!

It is absoloutley painful driving at 20. You lot of scumbags at the council are a bunch of overpaid idiots. 

Absoloutley clueless

Yes it an absolute joke !! an absolute waste of tax payers money as per from SBC !!

Absolutley stupid idea. Just why? The only people moaning about 30 are the same people who are dangerously 

driving at 10 mph. You are driving a wedge between the council and the people they are supposed to represent. 

SBC is a running joke everywhere. Iv seen more potholes on the road than the ridiculous amount of 20 signs you 

have put up and by god that is a challenge

It’s a load of rubbish who ever came up with it is an idiot !



this has been a complete joke whoever dreamed this up should be sacked. what business would want to set up 

in the borders when you can only drive at 20mph and what about the Enviromental impact? driving in 2nd or 

3rd gear all over the place

I hate kids.   I’m fast as **** boy

This whole experiment is a waste of time and effort, the person or persons who devised this should be sacked

Firstly this  consultation should have been done before you wasted thousands of pounds putting up signs and 

******* drivers off with the usual lack of transparency from this woefully inadequate council. Even this 

consultation is a waste of my time as l worked for the council in a management position and have first hand 

experience in how you just bully the public into whatever **** ideas you have, spend the money fixing the 

roads!!!

It needs to go back to 30mph, its stupid. 

Sick of government and councils dictating what we can & can't do, trying to impose your will on people.

Enough is enough, you's don't control me, I am my own person & WONT be told what to do.

Shove your government & council, time for people to wake up & stop being manipulated by morons.

**** you.

I hate it, why can't you spend the resources on things that are going to benefit people like better road 

conditions. Also sack the clown that came up with this ridiculous idea.

Is this a serious question? The 20mph is the brain child of some politically correct tree hugger.  No wonder the councils skint 

wasting money on this unworkable scheme . Someone at the top table must of said how can we ****off the whole 

population of BRCs region today? 🤔 

Please revert back to 30mph asap.

Slow traffic holding up traffic and 1 of the worst ideas by this council. But when we waste millions on a ****** 

giant tea towel museum nothing surprises me with SBC

It’s a joke and should be removed instantly. The whole thing is an absolute nonsense a waste of time and money 

when SBC should be spending there money on the community and not mucking around with something that 

works all over the country. Get a grip SBC your morals and ideas are a joke.

I drove 90 through a school zone an one of the speed bumps screamed



Please! Please! Bring back the 30mph as this is just a pathetic vanity project dreamed up by someone trying to 

justify their job and as an  appeasement to the looney Greens who will not be happy until we are all going 

around in horse and cart.

We live in a rural area where public transport is poor, smelly and unreliable. We don't have a railway and not 

likely to due to the preference for Galashiels centric thinking by SBC and other government agencies.

Having the use of our cars and the freedom to travel as and when we please is fundamental to getting around in 

this forgotten part of rural Scotland.

May I suggest that you put more resources into sorting our 3rd World roads  and stop trying to tell us what you 

think we should be doing based on some hairy fairy ideas.

nobody asked for this, nobody wanted it so charge there ****** councillor who thought it up for the cost of 

running and removing this 'trial'!

Absolute shambles from a complete **** up of a council

the BIGGEST waste of money ever and to think you could of spend this money on education or pot holes or 

something instead you invest in god knows how many signs all over the borders with this 20mph actual no need 

for it. Disgraceful council has no mind on how to function. Get them down ASAP and apologise to the public for 

your stupid mistake. and also it would also been nice to see how much was spend on this stupid project. GET 

YOUR STUPID SIGNS DOWN NOW!

All streets, at the expense of whatever lunatic councillor came up with the idea! The people of the borders 

didn't want this trial so why the hell should we pay for it because a crook of a councillor thinks they can make a 

name for themselves?

Lack of enforcement has lead to most drivers ignoring it including many SBC vehicles, e.g. refuse vehicles going 

to and from waste facilities.

The idiots that came up with this should all have their cars removed and banned from the road in any capacity. 

IDIOT COONCIL WORKERS.
Typical ‘cooncil’ brainstorming session result. A whole lot of I’ll informed facts about highly contentious issues. 

Don’t worry, the cooncil will sort it for us. You are all clowns.



I thinks it’s absolutely bonkers. Someone without a brain has come up with this idea! Typical SBC!!!! Enough 

said!!


